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Abstract—This paper investigates the performance of coop-
erative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks using the
stochastic geometry tools. In order to cope with the diversity
of received signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) at secondary users, a
practical and efficient cooperative spectrum sensing model is
proposed and investigated based on the generalized likelihood
ratio test (GLRT) detector. In order to investigate the cooperative
spectrum sensing system, the theoretical expressions of the
probabilities of false alarm and detection of the local decision are
derived. The optimal number of cooperating secondary users is
then investigated to achieve the minimum total error rate of the
final decision by assuming that the secondary users follow a ho-
mogeneous Poisson point process (PPP). Moreover, the theoretical
expressions for the achievable ergodic capacity and throughput of
the secondary network are derived. Furthermore, the technique
of determining an appropriate number of cooperating secondary
users is proposed in order to maximize the achievable ergodic
capacity and throughput of the secondary network based on a
target total error rate requirement. The analytical and simulation
results validate the chosen optimal number of collaborating
secondary users in terms of spectrum sensing, achievable ergodic
capacity and throughput of the secondary network.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio, spectrum sensing, ergodic ca-
pacity, throughput, Poisson point process.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN recent years, the explosive growth of wireless data traffichas led to spectrum scarcity due to ever-increasing demand
for additional spectrum to provide new wireless services and
applications. Cognitive radio (CR) has been put forward as
a promising solution to end the spectrum scarcity, existing
mainly due to rigid spectrum allocation policies. CR allows
the secondary (unlicensed) users (SUs) to use the available
spectrum opportunities when primary (licensed) users (PUs)
are inactive, based on the condition that secondary trans-
mission must not cause harmful interference to PUs. It is
therefore of utmost importance to develop highly reliable and
efficient spectrum sensing techniques which are crucial to the
implementation of CR system and other CR-based derivatives,
such as licensed shared access (LSA) [1].
A. Related Work
The objective of spectrum sensing is to determine whether
the PU is present so that the SU can decide when to access
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the licensed frequency bands. Generally, spectrum sensing
techniques utilize single node or cooperative spectrum sens-
ing. Cooperative spectrum sensing technique can improve the
performance of the spectrum sensing system [2] by making
a final decision on the status of the PU in a centralized
or distributed manner. Many different combining techniques,
fusion strategies and sensing techniques have been proposed to
improve the accuracy and efficiency of cooperative spectrum
sensing [3]–[11]. The sensor selection method was investigated
in [12] in order to obtain spatially independent sensors. In [13],
the sensing throughput trade-off of the secondary network
was studied based on energy detector (ED). The performance
of cooperative spectrum sensing with ED was investigated
in [14] based on the constant detection rate (CDR) and
the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) requirements when the
SUs were distributed randomly. Besides, the optimization of
cooperative spectrum sensing with ED was studied in [15], but
the locations of SUs were assumed to be identical and fixed.
Meanwhile, the stochastic geometry approach using Poisson
point process (PPP) has been used to analyze the performance
of random wireless networks and CR networks [16]–[19]. In
[20], the spectrum-sharing transmission capacity was investi-
gated by applying stochastic geometry in overlay and underlay
CR networks and the optimal spatial density was derived in
order to achieve the maximum sum spectrum-sharing trans-
mission capacity. Khoshkholgh et al. [21] analyzed the outage
performance and mean spatial throughput of the primary
network in CR networks by utilizing stochastic geometry. Peng
et al. [22] derived the ergodic capacity achieved by the single
nearest and N th-nearest remote radio head (RRH) association
strategies in cloud radio access networks and investigated the
impact of RRH density and number of antennas per RRH
on the ergodic capacity gain. In [23], the interference in CR
networks was investigated when the PPP of PUs and the
Poisson hole process of the SUs were dependent and the
interference was estimated well by utilizing Poisson cluster
process to model the Poisson hole process.
Besides, in the existing works, multi-channel CR network
has been exploited [24]–[27]. In [24], a semi-distributed co-
operative spectrum sensing protocol was proposed and the
throughput maximization issue was investigated from the
perspectives of the channel assignment, the spectrum sensing
time and the access parameters. The total transmit capacity
over all the subchannels for the secondary network was studied
in [25] under the transmit power and the interference power
constraints. In order to improve the sensing reliability, a
spatial-spectral joint detection approach was proposed in [26]
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for multi-channel spectrum sensing. But we focus on the
narrowband spectrum sensing in this paper, since the single-
channel spectrum sensing performance with the homogeneous
PPP still needs certain further exploration and the results in
this paper are also valid for wideband spectrum sensing when
the subchannel is sensed in a sequential manner.
B. Motivations
This paper investigates the cooperative spectrum sensing
with the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) eigenvalue
based detector in interweave CR networks while assuming that
the SUs follow a homogeneous PPP and this is motivated
by multiple factors. Firstly, it is more practical to assume
SUs follow a homogeneous PPP compared with the traditional
assumption in the literatures. Most of the previous works
assumed that the received SNRs at SUs were identical, but
in practice the received SNRs could vary depending on the
locations of SUs. Secondly, cooperative spectrum sensing with
PPP is a challenging topic and still needs further investiga-
tions. Specifically, a new strategy is required to cope with
the diversity of the received SNRs in PPP model, which has
not been studied in the literatures. Thirdly, the existing works
are mainly based on ED when the stochastic geometry is
employed, but one of the limitations of the ED based methods
is the sensitivity to the noise uncertainty. Therefore, the robust
GLRT detector [28] is employed to evaluate the cooperative
spectrum sensing and secondary transmission performances.
Lastly, a minimum total error rate considers the benefits of PUs
and SUs simultaneously, but the previous works such as [29],
[30] mainly focused on the probability of false alarm due to
the lack of generalized closed-form expression of the detection
probability, which only considered the interests of SUs. A low
probability of false alarm can make SUs have more chances
to access the spectrum holes, however, the benefits of PUs
may not be guaranteed. Therefore, the aforementioned issues
motivate us to investigate the total error rate performance and
the optimality of cooperative spectrum sensing system with
the GLRT detector by applying stochastic geometry, which
considers the benefits of PU and SUs concurrently.
C. Main contributions
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.
• Firstly, the sensing performance of each SU based on the
GLRT detector is investigated as cooperative spectrum
sensing requires sensing by each node. We derive the
generalized closed-form expressions of probabilities of
false alarm and detection of the GLRT detector for
each SU, which is required to analyze the total error
rate, achievable ergodic capacity and throughput. Unlike
the theoretical expressions on the sensing performance
provided in [30], [31], the expressions derived in this
paper are with low computational complexity and valid
for the general case with an arbitrary number of receive
antennas.
• Secondly, an efficient GLRT-based cooperative spectrum
sensing technique is proposed by using stochastic geom-
etry, which can utilize only a few, not always all, SUs
to achieve the minimum total error rate. Meanwhile, the
optimal number of the cooperating SUs is also studied,
which enables the total error rate to achieve the minimum
value. Therefore, the speed and accuracy of cooperative
spectrum sensing is improved compared to the cooper-
ation among all SUs, when sending local decisions in
different time slots is chosen for decision combining.
• Finally, in order to maximize the achievable ergodic ca-
pacity and throughput of the random secondary network,
effective methods are proposed for different fusion rules
to determine the appropriate number of cooperating SUs
when the target total error rate is not exceeded.
D. Mathematical Notations
Throughout the paper, vectors are denoted by lower-case
boldfaced characters and matrices are represented by upper-
case boldfaced characters. The notation | · | denotes the
magnitude operator. The A† denotes the conjugate transpose
of matrix A. aˆ and a are the estimated parameter and average
value, respectively. The notation ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
The identity matrix of size N is IN , and 0 is the null vector (or
matrix). The notation E[·] is the statistical expectation operator.
The complex normal distribution with mean µ and covariance
matrix Σ is CN (µ,Σ). The central Wishart distribution with
parameters a, b and Σ is CWa(b,Σ) where Σ is an a × a
positive definite covariance matrix. Other special functions
(please refer to [32] for more information on special functions)
used throughout the paper include
• (·)a is the Pochhammer symbol.
• Γ(·) is the gamma function.
• Φ(·) is the error function and Φ(y) , 2√
pi
∫ y
0 e
−t2dt.
• I−1(z, a, b) is used to denote inverse regularised incom-
plete Beta function I−1z (a, b) for convenience.
• 2F1(·, ·; ·; ·) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function.
• Gm,np,q
(
a1, . . . , ap
b1, . . . , bq
∣∣∣∣ z) is the Meijer G-function.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the system model of cooperative spectrum sensing
based on the GLRT detector. Section III derives the closed
form expressions of the probabilities of detection and false
alarm when utilizing the GLRT detector and investigates the
optimal number of collaborating SUs. The achievable ergodic
capacity and throughput of the secondary network are analyzed
in section IV. Section V presents the simulation results and
discussions and section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a centralized cooperative spectrum sensing
system with decision fusion, shown in Fig. 1. The fusion center
(FC) is used to collect the decisions made by the SUs to make
a final decision. The SUs which are used to sense the status of
PU are comprised of certain RRHs or user equipments (UEs).
During the cooperative spectrum sensing process, each SU
within the coverage radius of the FC detects the status of the
PU independently and then sends the detection result to the
FC. After that, the FC gives a final decision on the status of
the PU through an appropriate voting rule. The PU is assumed
to be equipped with single antenna and each SU has multiple
antennas.
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Fig. 1. The system model
A practical assumption is that the SUs are uniformly dis-
tributed on a 2-dimensional plane R2 based on a homogenous
PPP with density ρ. According to Palm theory, the SUs located
within the coverage radius of the FC follow the same PPP.
The coverage radius of the FC is denoted by R and the
distance between the PU and the secondary receiver located
at the origin of the coverage area of the FC is represented
by D. Since only the SUs within the coverage radius of
the corresponding FC can be collaborated together to detect
the status of the PU, we only consider the SUs that are
located within the area of interest in this work. Assuming the
transmitted signals between the PU and secondary network
experience path loss and Rayleigh fading, the received signal
power at the ith SU can be given as
Pi =
PT
dεi
ωi, (1)
where ωi denotes the Rayleigh fading gain and follows the
Gamma distribution when maximal ratio combining (MRC) is
used to achieve full diversity gain, i.e., ωi ∼ Γ(m, 1), m is the
number of receive antennas of each SU, PT denotes the PU’s
signal power, di means the distance between the PU and the
ith nearest SU from the PU and ε is the path loss exponent
factor. The shadowing area in Fig. 1 is defined as the region
whose distance is equal or greater than D − R but less than
di −D +R. The PDF of ωi can be written as
fωi(ω) =
ωm−1e−ω
(m− 1)! . (2)
The spectrum sensing between each SU and the PU is
assumed to be a GLRT-based sensing system with m receive
antennas. Let H0 (PU is absent) and H1 (PU is present) denote
the null and the alternate hypotheses. During the sensing
period, the matrix of received signal samples, Y ∈ Cm×n,
at the SU is
H0 :Y = V, (3a)
H1 :Y = hs†d− ε2 +V, (3b)
where n is the sample number,V ∈ Cm×n represents the sam-
ples from a circularly symmetric complex additive white Gaus-
sian noise (AWGN) process, where V ∼ CN (0, σ2vIm ⊗ In),
s ∼ CN (0, PTIn) ∈ Cn×1 is the transmit signal of the PU.
Finally, h ∈ Cm×1 is the channel vector. Henceforth, the
covariance matrix of Y, Ryy = E[YY†], is given by
H0 : Ryy = σ2vIm, (4a)
H1 : Ryy = PTd−εhh† + σ2vIm. (4b)
Within the sensing duration of n samples, the sample co-
variance matrix estimated from Y is R̂yy = 1nYY
†
. Thus
W = nR̂yy = YY
† ∈ Cm×m is a complex Wishart
matrix. Also, let λˆmin = λˆm < · · · < λˆ1 = λˆmax be the
eigenvalues, in increasing order, estimated from R̂yy. The
decision statistic for the GLRT-based eigenvalue detector is
given by TGLRT = λˆmax∑m
l=1
λˆl
.
III. SENSING PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS BASED ON
STOCHASTIC GEOMETRY
In this section, an efficient cooperative spectrum sensing
technique is proposed while achieving the minimum total
error rate of the final decision. Firstly, collaborating all the
possible SUs to implement cooperative spectrum sensing can
not always achieve the best performance due to the diversity
of the SNRs received at SUs. An SU with very low received
SNR can be classified as an unreliable node and may degrade
the cooperative sensing performance. Secondly, combining
all the local spectrum sensing decisions concurrently at the
fusion center can lead to the high design complexity and
the waste of bandwidth, such as sending local decisions on
orthogonal frequency bands. Hence, sending different local
decisions in different time slots is chosen in this work, but
this may affect the sensing speed. However, according to the
IEEE 802.22 standard for Wireless Regional Area Networks
(WRANs) [33], the SUs have to vacate the licensed frequency
bands as soon as possible once the PU is active. Therefore, in
order to address the two issues mentioned above, an efficient
cooperative spectrum sensing technique using different time
slots to receive local decisions is proposed to guarantee the
accuracy and speed of the sensing process. Furthermore, the
statistical optimal number of the cooperating SUs kopt is
studied, which can make the total error rate achieve the
minimum value when the number of available SUs is large.
A. Distributions On The GLRT Detector
Both the probabilities of detection and false alarm of an
individual SU are required to investigate the total error rate
and transmission performance of secondary network in CR
networks. Therefore, we derive the probability of detection
P sud,i and probability of false alarm P sufa,i seen at the ith SU
in this subsection. The sensing error probabilities seen at the
FC will be discussed in the next subsection when considering
decision reporting errors.
Theorem 1: The closed-form expression of the probability
of false alarm seen at the ith SU using the GLRT detector
with m receive antennas, i.e., P sufa,i, is given by
P sufa,i(ri) =1−
Γ(mn)(mη)−ξ
ξΓ(mn− ξ)Γ(ξ)
(
∆(ri)−∆
(
1
m
))
, (5)
where 1m ≤ ri ≤ 1 denotes the decision threshold of ith SU
and ∆(·) is defined by
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ri = ηI
−1
(
Γ(mn)(mη)−ξ
ξΓ(mn− ξ)Γ(ξ)
(
∆
(
1
m
)
+ (1− P sufa,i)
ξΓ(mn− ξ)Γ(ξ)
Γ(mn)(mη)−ξ
)
, ξ,mn− ξ
)
. (9)
ri =
(
1
2
(
∞∑
t=0
Ct
√
ϕi
2t+ 1
[√
pi
2
Φ
(
τi
√
ϕi +
1
2(m− 1)ϕi
)
+
√
pi(1− P sud,i)
]2t+1
− τiϕi
)−1
+ 1
)−1
, (13)
∆(y) = 2F1
(
ξ, 1 + ξ −mn; ξ + 1; y
η
)
(my)ξ, (6)
where η and ξ are given by
η =
0.8132b2
a− 1.7711b, ξ =
(a− 1.7711b)2
0.8132b2
, (7)
and a, b are defined as
a = (
√
m+
√
n)2, b = (
√
m+
√
n)
(√
1
m
+
√
1
n
) 1
3
. (8)
Proof: The proof is shown in the Appendix A.
Hence, for a complex Gaussian signal, the decision thresh-
old ri with respect to the individual probability of false alarm
seen at the ith SU can be calculated by (9) at the top of this
page. This expression is used to calculate the required decision
threshold for a desired false alarm rate, which is necessary
for the individual and cooperative spectrum sensing under the
CFAR requirement. The proof of Eq. (9) is provided in the
Appendix B.
Theorem 2: The detection probability P sud,i seen at the ith
SU using the GLRT detector is derived as
P sud,i(ri) =1−
1
2
[
Φ
(
τi
√
ϕi +
ri
2
√
ϕi(1− ri)
)
−Φ
(
τi
√
ϕi +
1
2(m− 1)√ϕi
)]
, (10)
where τi and ϕi are given by
τi = n(m− 1)
(
1
mnγi
− 1
1 +mγi
)(
1 +
m− 1
mnγi
)
,(11)
ϕi=
1
2n(m− 1)2
(
1
1 +mγi
− 1
mnγi
)−2
, (12)
and γi denotes the average received SNR at the ith SU. It
is worth noting that γi varies considering the homogeneous
PPP model in this paper and the corresponding closed-form
expression is derived as Eq. (20) in Section III-C.
Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix C.
Meanwhile, we derive the analytical expression for calculat-
ing the decision threshold in terms of the individual probability
of detection seen at the ith SU, which is given by (13) at the
top of this page, where the coefficient Ct = 1 for t = 0 and
Ct =
t−1∑
q=0
CqCt−1−q
(q+1)(2q+1) for otherwise.
B. Cooperative sensing with reporting errors
In the cooperative spectrum sensing system, the final de-
cision on the status of the PU can be made through dif-
ferent techniques, including decision fusion and data fusion.
In this work, we apply decision fusion to investigate the
performance of the system. During a decision fusion process,
each SU processes the data individually and makes a local
decision that is represented by a single bit (1/0 represents
the presence/absence of the PU) independently. Then, the
final decision is made by fusing these individual decisions
through a voting rule. Due to the imperfection of the reporting
channel between the SUs and the FC, the reporting error may
occur during the decision reporting frame of the spectrum
sensing process [34]. Assuming the reporting channel bit error
probability (BEP) under H0 and H1 are represented by P 0b,i
and P 1b,i for the ith reporting channel, the probability of false
alarm of the ith SU seen at the FC Pfa,i with the presence of
reporting errors is given by
Pfa,i = P
(
ufci = 1 | H0
)
= P
(
ufci = 1 | usui = 1
)
P (usui = 1 | H0)
+P
(
ufci = 1 | usui = 0
)
P (usui = 0 | H0)
= (1− P 0b,i)P sufa,i + P 0b,i(1− P sufa,i), (14)
where ufci and usui denote the decision on the status of the
PU made by the ith SU seen at the FC and SU respectively.
Similarly, the probability of detection of the ith SU seen at
the FC with the presence of reporting errors is given by
Pd,i = P
(
ufci = 1 | H1
)
= P
(
ufci = 1 | usui = 1
)
P (usui = 1 | H1)
+P
(
ufci = 1 | usui = 0
)
P (usui = 0 | H1)
= (1− P 1b,i)P sud,i + P 1b,i(1− P sud,i). (15)
Generally, the BEP depends on the modulation scheme and the
SNR or signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) between
the SU and the FC. In order to confine the interference to
the PU caused by the missed detection, the FC has to be far
away from the PU in practice. Therefore, P 0b,i and P 1b,i are
quite close so that the approximation relation P 0b,i = P 1b,i can
be obtained. Furthermore, the BEPs can be controlled within
a very low and similar value for different SUs by applying
error rate control techniques, including increasing transmit
power, utilizing the diversity in space, time and frequency
domains, retransmitting the echoed back information, apply-
ing automatic repeat request (ARQ) method and employing
forward error correction coding (FECC). Thus, the difference
of BEPs between different SUs is quite small after employing
appropriate error rate control techniques, so that it has little
influence on the sensing error rate of the final decision in
practice. Based on these conditions in practice, a simplified
and reasonable assumption is the reporting processes of dif-
ferent SUs are independent and the BEPs are identical for
different SUs, which indicates that P 0b,i = P 1b,i = Pb. This
approximation would not affect the analyses on sensing and
transmission performances in this paper, since the difference
of BEPs between different SUs is quite small and has little
influence on performances of the system after employing error
rate control techniques.
Specifically, voting rules Logic-OR (OR) and Logic-AND
(AND) are used in this work in order to find out the optimal
number of the collaborating SUs conveniently. Assuming there
are k cooperating SUs, the properties of the OR and AND rules
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are as follows. (1) OR rule: When at least one local decision
among the k local decisions indicates the PU is present, the
final decision declares the PU is present. The probabilities of
detection and false alarm of the final decision are given by
Pd=1−
k∏
i=1
(1 − Pd,i), Pfa=1−
k∏
i=1
(1− Pfa,i). (16)
(2) AND rule: Only when all local decisions indicate the PU
is present, the final decision declares the PU is present. The
corresponding probabilities of detection Pd and false alarm
Pfa of the final decision are given by
Pd =
k∏
i=1
Pd,i, Pfa =
k∏
i=1
Pfa,i. (17)
The total error rate of the final decision is defined to be the
summation of the false alarm and missed detection rates of
the final decision, which is given by
Pte = Pfa + Pm, (18)
where the probability of missed detection of the final decision
Pm is defined as Pm = 1− Pd.
C. Optimal Number of Cooperating SUs
The optimization of the cooperative spectrum sensing can
be considered from three perspectives. Firstly, it can be con-
sidered under the CDR requirement, which aims to minimize
the probability of false alarm for a given probability of
detection. This guarantees the benefits of PU preferentially.
Secondly, the probability of detection can be minimized for
a desired CFAR, which gives priority to the interests of the
SUs. Thirdly, this issue can be considered to minimize the
total error rate for a given CDT, which considers the interests
of PU and SUs concurrently. In this work, the optimization
of cooperative spectrum sensing is investigated only under
the CDT requirement, however all the expressions and the
techniques proposed in this paper can also be applied to the
CDR and CFAR cases.
Under the CDT requirement, the decision threshold is fixed
and identical for every individual spectrum sensing period.
Therefore, the individual probability of false alarm Pfa,i for
each SU is constant. However, the individual probability of
detection varies depending on γi. From (10), it can be found
that a higher received SNR helps to achieve a higher indi-
vidual probability of detection Pd,i. Therefore, the SUs with
higher received SNRs should be chosen first to implement the
cooperative spectrum sensing. In order to study the received
SNR at the ith nearest SU, the Euclidean distance di between
the PU and the ith nearest SU within the coverage radius of
FC (shown as Fig. 1) needs to be investigated. The PDF of di
is derived as the following theorem.
Theorem 3: In a PPP with density ρ on a 2-dimensional
plane, the PDF of the distance di between the ith nearest SU
within the coverage radius of FC from the PU and the PU
outside the region of interest is given by
fdi(d) =
2ρθ(D −R)e−2ρθ(D−R)(d−D+R)
Γ(i)
(
2ρθ(D −R)(d−D +R))1−i , (19)
where θ = sin−1
(
R
D
)
and D ≫ R.
Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix D.
Hence, the average received SNR γi at the ith nearest SU
can be derived as
γi=
∫ ∞
D−R
∫ ∞
0
PTω
σ2vd
ε
fωi(ω)fdi(d) dωdd
=
PTme
2ρθ(D−R)2
σ2v
(
2ρθ(D−R))−ε
i−1∑
j=0
(
i−1
j
)
Γ
(
i−j−ε, 2ρθ(D−R)2)
Γ(i) (−2ρθ(D−R)2)−j , (20)
where Γ(·, ·) denotes the upper incomplete Gamma function.
Therefore, by using the above result, Pfa,i and Pd,i can be
computed under the CDT requirement. Also, the total error
rate Pte can be obtained under specific decision fusion rules.
According to the above expression of the received SNR
measured at the ith nearest SU under the homogeneous PPP
model, the received SNR decreases with the increasing i.
With the increase of the number of the SUs involved in the
cooperative sensing k, the local decision made by the SU
with very low received SNR may be included in the final
decision so that the sensing performance would be affected.
Thus, there exists an optimal number of cooperating SUs kopt
that can minimize the total error rate of the final decision.
Meanwhile, the decision threshold is predetermined under the
CDT requirement. Therefore, the optimization issue can be
formulated as follow:
kopt = argmin
k
Pte(k). (21)
Since the total number of available SUs follows Poisson
distribution, the optimal solution kopt is difficult to obtain.
Therefore, the exhaustive search approach is applied in our
work to find the solution to the above optimization issue.
There exist many benefits when cooperating kopt SUs to
perform spectrum sensing rather than collaborating all the
available SUs all the time. Specifically, firstly, only cooperat-
ing a few, not all, the SUs to implement spectrum sensing, the
sensing performance (i.e., the total error rate of the final deci-
sion in this paper) will be improved which can be seen from
the Fig. 4. Secondly, comparing with the traditional approach,
less cooperating SUs brings less energy consumption since the
unemployed SUs are silent during the sensing and reporting
durations. Finally, it is obvious that less cooperating SUs can
reduce the reporting time in the time division mode so that the
spectrum sensing process can be accelerated. Therefore, for a
fixed periodic spectrum sensing frame, the SUs can have more
time for data transmission and the achievable ergodic capacity
or throughput of the secondary network can be enhanced.
Under the CDT requirement, when an additional SU is
added into the cooperative spectrum sensing, the additional
SU has the worst individual probability of detection, i.e.
Pd,k, among the cooperating SUs. However, the individual
probability of false alarm of the additional SU Pfa,k is identical
with other cooperating SUs. Meanwhile, the additional SU
does not affect the performance of the other SUs.
1) OR rule: The total error rate of the final decision Pte
under OR rule can be given by
Pte = 1−
k∏
i=1
(1 − Pfa,i) +
k∏
i=1
(1 − Pd,i). (22)
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Because of the properties of Pfa,i and Pm,i mentioned above,
it can be seen from (16) that the probability of false alarm
of the final decision Pfa increases with the increase of the
cooperating SUs’ number k, but the probability of missed
detection of the final decision Pm falls down. Due to the
monotonicity of Pm and Pfa, it can be seen from (18) that
collaborating all the SUs in the secondary network is not
always the best option. The performance of the total error
rate is determined by the absolute values of the slope of
Pfa and Pm with the increase of k. Therefore, under two
cases, collaborating all the available SUs may not achieve the
minimum total error rate. Firstly, when the absolute values
of the slope of Pfa and Pm are similar, the total error rate
of the final decision will reduce initially and rise later with
the increase of k. Secondly, when the absolute value of the
slope of Pfa is larger than the value of Pm, the total error rate
increases with the increasing k. By utilizing (5), (10) and (22),
the total error rate can be calculated and the optimal number
of the cooperating SUs kopt can be obtained.
2) AND rule: Under the AND rule, the total error rate is
given by
Pte = 1−
k∏
i=1
Pd,i +
k∏
i=1
Pfa,i. (23)
Compared with the OR rule, it can be seen from (17) that
Pfa is a decreasing function and Pm is an increasing function
with regard to the number of the cooperating SUs k under
the AND rule. From (18), the trend of the total error rate of
the final decision is also decided by the absolute values of the
slope of Pfa and Pm. Hence, collaborating all the SUs in the
network may not guarantee that the total error rate achieves the
minimum value. By utilizing (5), (10) and (23), the total error
rate when using AND rule under CDT requirement can be
computed and the optimal number of the SUs can be obtained
when the number of available SUs is large.
Remark 1: Nowadays, there exists many wideband signals in
practical applications, eg. the orthogonal-frequency-division-
multiplexing (OFDM) encoding signals, multi-tone transmit
signals and signals over consecutive block-fading channels.
The spectrum sensing techniques for these wideband signals
have been proposed and studied in literatures, such as using
the variational message passing algorithm or wavelet transform
to estimate the power spectral density of wideband signals.
However, the results shown in this paper are still valid for
wideband spectrum sensing, when the subchannel is sensed
in a sequential manner. One potential solution is the radio
frequency front-end is equipped with a tunable narrowband
bandpass filter [35]. So one narrow frequency band can be
searched at a time and existing narrowband spectrum sensing
techniques can be applied. This is a way to extend our current
work to a practical system with wideband primary signals.
IV. ACHIEVABLE ERGODIC CAPACITY AND THROUGHPUT
In this section, the achievable ergodic capacity and through-
put of the CR network are investigated in order to capture the
performance of the sensing-based secondary links. As shown
in Fig. 1, the RRHs are the secondary transmitters (SU-Txs)
and the secondary receiver (SU-Rx) is located at the origin
of the secondary network region. As agreed in the section
II, each SU-Tx is equipped with multiple antennas and the
SU-Rx is with single antenna. The path loss and Rayleigh
fading between the SU-Tx and SU-Rx are considered in this
paper. When the PU is absent, the received SNR at the SU-Rx
sourced from each SU-Tx is given as
γs0 =
PST
Lεσ2
α, (24)
where PST denotes the transmitted signal power from the SU-
Tx, σ2 is the additive noise power at the SU-Rx, L is the
distance between each SU-Tx and SU-Rx, ε is the path loss
factor and α denotes the Rayleigh fading channel gain in each
secondary link. When the maximal ratio transmission (MRT)
is applied, the PDF of α is given as
fα(α) =
αm−1e−α
(m− 1)! , (25)
and the PDF of L is given by
fL(L) =
2L
R2
. (26)
Meanwhile, when the PU is present, the interference from the
PU’s signal is considered and the received signal-to-inference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) is given by
γs1 =
PSTL
−εα
σ2 + PTD−εβ
, (27)
where β denotes the Rayleigh fading gain between the PU
and the SU-Rx and β follows the exponential distribution with
mean 1, i.e.,
fβ(β) = exp(−β). (28)
For a CR network, one periodic spectrum sensing frame
Tf consists of three parts, including the sensing slot Ts,
decision reporting slot Tr and data transmission slot Tt. In
the interweave method, the data transmission of the secondary
links can be carried out under two situations, one is there
is no false alarm when the PU is absent and the other one is
missed detection occurs when the PU is present. Therefore, the
achievable ergodic capacity and throughput of the secondary
network are also comprised of these two parts.
A. Achievable Ergodic Capacity
Based on the structure of the CR system mentioned above,
the achievable capacity of each secondary link in the CR
system can be given by
Cac = Cac0 + Cac1, (29)
where Cac0 denotes the achievable capacity with the absence
of the PU and Cac1 denotes the achievable capacity with
the presence of the PU. Specifically, Cac0 and Cac1 can be
obtained as follows
Cac0=
(
Tf−Ts−kTr
Tf
)
log2(1 + γ
s0)(1−Pfa)P (H0), (30)
Cac1=
(
Tf−Ts−kTr
Tf
)
log2(1 + γ
s1)(1−Pd)P (H1), (31)
where k is the number of the SUs involved in the cooperative
sensing, P (H0) and P (H1) represent the probabilities that the
PU is absent and present respectively.
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1) Achievable ergodic capacity under H0:
Proposition 1: The achievable ergodic capacity of each
secondary link when the PU is absent can be derived as
Cac0 =
2G2,34,3
(
PSTR
−ε
σ2
∣∣∣ 1−m, 1, 1, 2ε + 12
ε , 1, 0
)
ε(m− 1)! ln(2)
×
(
Tf − Ts − kTr
Tf
)
(1 − Pfa)P (H0). (32)
Proof: In order to derive the expression of Cac0, we first
obtain the statistical average of log2(1 + γs0). Let Cec0 =
log2(1+γ
s0) and the statistical average Cec0 can be calculated
by
Cec0 =
∫ R
0
∫ ∞
0
log2
(
1 +
PST
Lεσ2
α
)
fα(α)fL(L)dαdL
=
∫ R
0
∫ ∞
0
ln
(
1 + PSTLεσ2α
)
ln(2)
αm−1e−α
(m− 1)!
2L
R2
dαdL. (33)
By utilizing the equality relationship ln(1 + ax) =
G1,22,2
(
ax
∣∣∣∣1, 11, 0
)
, the calculation of Cec0 can be rewritten as
Cec0 =
∫ R
0
∫ ∞
0
G1,22,2
(
PSTα
σ2Lε
∣∣∣∣ 1, 11, 0
)
αm−1
eα
dα
2L/ ln(2)
R2(m− 1)!dL
=
∫ R
0
G1,33,2
(
PST
σ2Lε
∣∣∣∣ 1−m, 1, 11, 0
)
2L/ ln(2)
(m− 1)!R2 dL. (34)
Let z =
(
R
L
)ε
, the equation above can be reorganized. After
further manipulations with the aid of [32, (7.811.3)], the
expression of Cec0 can be derived and the expression (32)
can be achieved.
2) Achievable ergodic capacity under H1: The achievable
ergodic capacity of each secondary link when the PU is present
can be derived as
Cac1 = (1− Pd)P (H1)
∫ ∞
0
∫ R
0
∫ ∞
0
log2
(
1 +
PSTL
−εα
σ2 + PTD−εβ
)
× fα(α)fL(L)fβ(β)dαdLdβ
=
∫ ∞
0
2G2,34,3
(
PSTR
−ε
σ2+PTD−εβ
∣∣∣ 1−m, 1, 1, 2ε + 12
ε , 1, 0
)
ε(m− 1)! ln(2) e
−βdβ
×
(
Tf − Ts − kTr
Tf
)
(1− Pd)P (H1). (35)
By utilizing the expressions (32) and (35), the achievable
ergodic capacity of each secondary link Cac can be obtained
by
Cac = Cac0 + Cac1. (36)
Therefore, considering all the secondary links, the achiev-
able ergodic capacity of the secondary network1 based on the
homogeneous PPP is given by
Cc =
∞∑
N=1
NCacP{N SU-Txs within secondary network}
=
∞∑
N=1
Cace
−4ρθDR (4ρθDR)
N
(N − 1)! . (37)
1In this paper, the achievable ergodic capacity of the secondary network
means the summation of the achievable ergodic capacity of all the available
secondary links. Similarly, the achievable throughput of the secondary network
is defined in the same way.
The value of Cc converges with the increasing N , since the
probability that there exists N secondary links approaches 0
with the increase of N .
B. Achievable Throughput
Similarly, the achievable throughput Cat of each secondary
link can be defined as
Cat = Cat0 + Cat1, (38)
where Cat0 and Cat1 denote the achievable throughput of each
secondary link when the PU is absent and present respectively.
In detail, Cat0 and Cat1 can be calculated as
Cat0=
(
Tf−Ts−kTr
Tf
)
log2(1+T )Pcov0(1−Pfa)P (H0), (39)
Cat1=
(
Tf−Ts−kTr
Tf
)
log2(1+T )Pcov1(1−Pd)P (H1), (40)
where the coverage probabilities Pcov0 and Pcov1 are defined
as the probability that the received SNR or SINR at the SU-Rx
is larger than the preset threshold T when the PU is absent
and present respectively.
1) Achievable throughput under H0:
Proposition 2: The coverage probability Pcov0 achieved by
each secondary link when the PU is absent, i.e. under the
hypothesis H0, can be derived as
Pcov0 =
m−1∑
t=0
2T−
2
ε
(
PST
σ2
) 2
ε
εR2t!
γ
(
t+
2
ε
,
Tσ2
PST
Rε
)
, (41)
where γ(·, ·) denotes the lower incomplete Gamma function.
Proof: According to the definition of the coverage prob-
ability, the coverage probability under the hypothesis H0 can
be written as
Pcov0 = Pr[γ
s0 ≥ T ]
= E
[
Pr
[
α ≥ T L
εσ2
PST
]∣∣∣∣L]
= E
 Γ
(
m, Tσ
2
PST
Lε
)
(m− 1)!
∣∣∣∣∣∣L

=
∫ R
0
m−1∑
t=0
exp
(
−Tσ
2
PST
Lε
)
Lεt
T tσ2t
PST
tt!
2L
R2
dL, (42)
by utilizing the definition of the lower incomplete Gamma
function and after further manipulations, the closed-form ex-
pression of the coverage probability under the hypothesis H0
can be obtained as equation (41).
Therefore, the closed-form expression of the achievable
throughput for each secondary link under the hypothesis H0
can be obtained by utilizing equation (39) and (41).
2) Achievable throughput under H1:
Proposition 3: When the PU is present, the interference to
the secondary network sourced from the PU is considered.
The coverage probability of each secondary link under the
hypothesis H1 is derived as
Pcov1=
m−1∑
t=0
∞∑
w=0
2(−1)wRε(t+w)e σ
2Dε
PT Γ
(
t+w+1, σ
2Dε
PT
)
εt!w!
(
t+w+ 2ε
)
(PTD−εT/PST)−t−w
.(43)
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Proof: Based on the definition of the coverage probability,
the coverage probability under the hypothesis H1 can be
calculated as
Pcov1 = Pr[γ
s1 ≥ T ]
= E
[
Pr
[
α ≥ σ
2 + PTD
−εβ
PSTL−ε
T
]∣∣∣∣ β, L]
= E
 Γ
(
m, T (σ
2+PTD
−εβ)
PST
Lε
)
Γ(m)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ β, L

=
∫ ∞
0
m−1∑
t=0
2γ
(
t+ 2ε ,
TRε
PST
(σ2+PTD
−εβ)
)
εt!R2eβ
(
PST/T
σ2+PTD−εβ
)− 2
ε
dβ, (44)
By defining z = TPST (σ
2 + PTD
−εβ) and utilizing the power
series expansion of the lower incomplete Gamma function, the
integral above can be rewritten as
Pcov1=
∫ ∞
Tσ2
PST
m−1∑
t=0
∞∑
w=0
2DεPSTR
ε(t+w+ 2
ε
)e
Tσ2−zPST
PTD
−εT zt+w
(−1)−wPTTεt!w!R2(t+ w + 2ε )
dz.
The above integral can be calculated with the aid of the
definition of the upper incomplete Gamma function and then
the expression of (43) can be arrived.
By using the equation (40) and the expression (43), the
achievable throughput of each secondary link can be obtained
under the presence of the PU.
After the expressions of the coverage probability under the
hypothesis H0 and H1 are derived, the closed-form expres-
sions of the achievable throughput when the PU is absent and
present can be obtained by utilizing (39) and (40). Therefore,
the achievable throughput Cat of each secondary link can be
obtained by using (38).
Furthermore, considering all the available secondary links,
the achievable throughput of the secondary network based on
the homogeneous PPP is given by
Cth =
∞∑
N=1
NCatP{N SU-Txs within secondary network}
=
∞∑
N=1
Cate
−4ρθDR (4ρθDR)
N
(N − 1)! . (45)
It is worth mentioning that the value of Cth converges with
the increase of N , since the probability of having N secondary
links approaches 0 when N is large enough.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, simulation results are provided to validate the
derived expressions and the analyses throughout this paper. In
the simulation results, it is assumed that the coverage radius
of the FC is R = 5 km, the distance between the FC and
PU is D = 50 km. The transmit power of PU is 5 W, the
additive noise power is −90 dBm. The path loss exponent
factor is ε = 3.1. When employing binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) modulation scheme and error rate control methods,
the BEP during the decision reporting process is assumed as
Pb = 10
−2
. The sampling frequency of the signal fs = 6
MHz, the data rate of the reporting channel Rb = 100 Kbps
so that Tr = 1Rb . One periodic frame of the SU is Tf = 100 ms
and the density in the considered PPP is ρ = 10−7 nodes/m2.
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Fig. 2. The individual probabilities of false alarm and detection seen at ith SU
versus decision thresholds for various sample size n, the number of receive
antennas for each SU is m = 6 and the received SNR = −15 dB
Fig. 2 verifies the generalized expressions of the individual
probabilities of false alarm and detection seen at the ith SU.
Assuming each SU is equipped with 6 receive antennas, i.e., m
= 6, the analytical and Monte-Carlo results of Pfa,i and Pd,i are
plotted for various cases of the received signal sample size n =
{500, 1000}. Besides, Pd,i is plotted under the received SNR =
−15 dB. It can be observed that the analytical results match the
Monte-Carlo simulations even under very low received SNR.
Fig. 3 validates the expression of the PDF of the distance
between the ith nearest SU and the PU derived as (19) in
this paper. This figure represents the PDF of the Euclidean
distance of the second and fourth nearest SU from the PU. It
can be seen that the analytical results match with the Monte-
Carlo results very well, which proves that the closed-form
expression of the distance between the PU and its ith nearest
neighbour located within the area of interest.
Fig. 4 depicts the total error rate of the final decision versus
the number of collaborating SUs under the CDT requirement
by using OR and AND fusion rules, respectively. Due to
the verifications in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, only the analytical
results are shown in this figure. In this figure, the preset
decision threshold is 0.28, each SU is assumed with 4 receive
antennas (m = 4) and the sample size of received signal is
n = {600, 800}. The total error rate of the final decision can
be calculated as described in Section III. Since the number
of available SUs in PPP is random, it is impossible to show
all the possible cases of different number of SUs. However,
The probability of above certain number of SUs within the
coverage radius of FC can be calculated by using (55). For
the PPP with the determined density ρ considered in this
paper, the probability of over 14 SUs located within the area
of interest is under 0.05. Thus, Fig. 4 only shows the case
of the number of available SUs up to 14, which is enough
for analysis. It can be seen that the total error rate decreases
first and then increases with the increase of the number of
cooperating SUs, under the AND rule. The optimal numbers
of cooperating SUs are kopt = {3, 2} which makes the total
error rates achieve the minimum values {0.07, 0.03} for the
cases of n = {600, 800}, respectively. Under the OR rule,
the total error rate increases with the increasing k. Hence,
single node spectrum sensing based on the nearest SU can
achieve the best sensing performance. Therefore, it can be
deduced that cooperating all the available SUs is not always
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Fig. 4. The total error rate of the final decision versus the number of
cooperating SUs k for various sample size n by using OR and AND fusion
rules under the CDT requirement
necessary to achieve the best sensing performance. When the
SUs follow a homogeneous PPP and the number of available
SUs is large, cooperating kopt SUs (not always all the SUs)
not only improves the accuracy of spectrum sensing, but also
accelerates the cooperative spectrum sensing.
Fig. 5 shows the achievable ergodic capacity of each sec-
ondary link versus the transmit power of the SU-Tx from 30
mW to 40 mW under the CDT requirement when achieving
the minimum total error rate. The minimum total error rate
can be obtained by utilizing the method proposed in section
III. In this figure, various cases are presented under different
numbers of SU-Tx antennas (i.e., m = 4, m = 6) and
different decision fusion rules. Besides, the sample number
of the PU’s signal is n = 600. Under the CDT requirement,
a preset decision threshold is required. The definition area of
the decision threshold is [1/m, 1], which means the definition
area of the decision thresholds can vary depending on the
number of antennas at each SU-Tx. Therefore, the predefined
decision thresholds are assumed to be 0.28 and 0.24 for the
cases of m = 4 and m = 6 respectively. Furthermore,
it can be seen that the achievable ergodic capacity of the
secondary network rises monotonously with the increasing
transmit power of the secondary transmitter. When comparing
the achievable ergodic capacity in terms of decision fusion
rules, the AND rule outperforms the OR rule for a same
number of SU-Tx antennas. Besides, it can be seen that the
gap of the achievable ergodic capacity between the AND and
OR fusion rules reduces with increasing m.
Fig. 6 represents the achievable ergodic capacity of each
secondary link versus the number of the cooperating SUs
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and the sample size is n = 600
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Fig. 6. The achievable ergodic capacity versus the number of cooperating SUs
under different fusion rules, each SU-Tx is with 4 antennas and the sample
size is n = 600, 800
under the CDT requirement when the SUs follows a PPP
with density ρ. In this figure, each SU-Tx is equipped with
4 antennas and the sample number of the PU’s signal is
n = 600, 800. The predefined decision threshold is 0.28 and
the transmit power of the secondary transmitter is PST = 40
mW. The other parameter setting is same with the previous
part. Firstly, the achievable ergodic capacity by using the AND
decision fusion rule is higher than the results by using the OR
rule when each SU-Tx is with the same number of antennas.
Secondly, it can also be seen that a larger sample number of
the PU’s signal can help to improve the achievable ergodic
capacity of the secondary network. Furthermore, when the
AND fusion rule is applied, the achievable ergodic capacity
increases with increasing k. However, under the OR fusion
rule, the achievable ergodic capacity decreases with increasing
k. Under the CDT requirement, for the AND decision fusion
rule, both Pfa and Pd are decreasing functions with regard to
k. However, when the OR fusion rule is applied, Pfa and Pd
both increase with the increasing k. Thus, for given primary
and secondary transmit powers, it can be found from (29), (30)
and (31) that the achievable ergodic capacity of the secondary
network increases under the AND rule and decreases under
the OR rule with the increase of k. Therefore, considering
the total error rate of the final decision performance shown as
Fig. 4 and the achievable ergodic capacity described in Fig.
6 together, the method of choosing the optimum number of
cooperating SUs should be as follows:
In order to achieve a high achievable ergodic capacity and an
acceptable total error rate concurrently, the eligible numbers
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the sample size is n = 600
of the cooperating SUs can be determined first for a target
total error rate and then the optimum number of cooperating
SUs which maximizes the achievable ergodic capacity can be
selected among the eligible numbers obtained. Specifically,
the achievable ergodic capacity is an increasing function with
regard to k for the AND rule, but it is a decreasing function
for the OR rule. Hence the largest number of the cooperating
SUs which satisfies the desired total error rate requirement
should be chosen to maximize the achievable ergodic capacity
for the AND rule. On the contrary, the smallest number of
the collaborating SUs that makes the total error rate under or
equal to the targeted value is selected for the OR rule.
Fig. 7 describes the coverage probability of each secondary
link versus the transmit power of the secondary transmitter
from 30 mW to 40 mW under the hypotheses H0 and H1.
The predefined threshold of the received SNR and SINR at
the secondary receiver is assumed to be 3 dB. Two cases
(i.e., m = 4,m = 6) are presented in this figure under
the hypotheses H0 and H1 respectively. From this figure,
the coverage probabilities under the hypotheses H0 and H1
both increase with the increasing secondary transmit power.
Furthermore, it can also be observed that more antennas at
each SU-Tx help to improve the coverage probability, which
can also be inferred from the expressions (41) and (43).
Fig. 8 shows the achievable throughput performance of each
secondary link with the increase of the secondary transmit
power from 30 mW to 40 mW when the minimum total error
rate is achieved. Multiple cases are represented for different
numbers of antennas at each SU-Tx (i.e., m = 4,m = 6)
and decision fusion rules. It can be seen that the achievable
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Fig. 9. The achievable throughput versus the number of cooperating SUs
under different fusion rules, each SU-Tx is with 4 antennas and the sample
size is n = 600, 800
throughput increases with the increase of the secondary trans-
mit power and the number of the antennas at each SU-Tx
under both of the fusion rules. Besides, the AND fusion rule
can achieve a better achievable throughput than the OR rule.
Fig. 9 presents the achievable throughput of each secondary
link with the increase of the number of the cooperating SUs
under the CDT requirement. The transmit power of the SU-Tx
is 40 mW and the preset decision threshold is 0.28. Firstly,
for a given sample size, the AND rule can achieve a higher
achievable throughput of the secondary network than the OR
rule under the CDT requirement. Secondly, a larger sample
size helps to obtain a higher achievable throughput of the
secondary network. Lastly, the achievable throughput of the
secondary network increases with the number of cooperating
SUs under the AND rule, however, it decreases with the
increasing k under the OR rule. Therefore, considering the
total error rate performance and the achievable throughput of
the secondary network concurrently, different strategies should
be used to determine the optimal number of cooperating SUs
for different decision fusion rules. Specifically, under the AND
rule, the chosen number of cooperating SUs should be as large
as possible while not exceeding the target total error rate.
On the contrary, under the OR rule, the chosen number of
cooperating SUs should be as small as possible based on the
target total error rate requirement.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated the efficient cooperative spectrum
sensing in CR networks by using the GLRT detector when
SUs follow a homogeneous PPP. The analytical expressions of
the individual probabilities of false alarm and detection were
derived for the general case of the GLRT detector in order to
analyze the total error rate performance of the cooperative
sensing system. The total error rate of the final decision
was then investigated when cooperating different numbers
of SUs under OR and AND fusion rules, respectively. It is
worth mentioning that reporting errors were also considered
in this paper. The analytical results indicated that cooperating
all the SUs could not always achieve the best spectrum
sensing performance and the obtained optimal numbers of
cooperating SUs in this paper minimized the total error rates
of the final decisions. It is worth noting that the SUs with
higher received SNRs are preferred to implement cooperative
spectrum sensing. Besides, the analytical expressions of the
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f
(1)
GLRT(x) =
(m− 1)
(
1− 1+mγi
mnγi
)√
2pi
n
(1 +mγi)(1− x)2
× exp
(
−n
2
[
x(m− 1)
1− x
(
1
1 +mγi
− 1
mnγi
)
−
(
1 +
m− 1
mnγi
)]2)
. (53)
achievable ergodic capacity and throughput of the secondary
network were derived. We also studied the impact of the
number of cooperating SUs to conduct spectrum sensing on the
achievable ergodic capacity and throughput of the secondary
network. Accordingly, different strategies were proposed to
determine the optimum number of cooperating SUs in order
to achieve the best transmission performances for different
fusion rules while not exceeding the target total error rate.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
The test statistic TGLRT can be rewritten as TGLRT =
1
m
mλˆmax∑
m
l=1
λˆl
= x. Let z = mλˆmax∑m
l=1
λˆl
and fz(z) denote the PDF
of z, therefore x = g(z) = zm and the PDF of TGLRT can
be calculated by f (0)GLRT(x) =
fz(z)
| ddz (g(z))|
∣∣∣∣
z=mx
, where the
expression of fz(z) is given in [29]. After further calculations,
the expression of the PDF of the test statistic under H0 can
be derived as
f
(0)
GLRT(x) =
Γ(mn)η1−mn
Γ(mn− ξ)Γ(ξ)x
ξ−1(η − x)mn−ξ−1. (46)
After solving the integral, the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the decision threshold under the hypothesis H0 can
be derived and the expression of (5) can be obtained. It is
worth mentioning that the parameters a, b, η and ξ are related
to the Tracy-Widom distribution of order 2. Specifically, it is
known from [36] that λˆmax−ab converges to the Tracy-Widom
distribution of order 2 under H0, when m≪ n and n is large
enough. Therefore, the expectation and variance of λˆmax is
given as
E[λˆmax] = a− 1.7711b, Var[λˆmax] = 0.8132b2, (47)
where −1.7711 and 0.8132 are the statistical expectation
and variance of the Tracy-Widom distribution of order 2.
Meanwhile, λˆmax can be approximated well by the Gamma
distribution with scale and shape parameters η, ξ so that
E[λˆmax] = ηξ, Var[λˆmax] = η
2ξ. (48)
By using the equations (47) and (48), the expressions of
parameters η and ξ can be obtained.
B. Proof of Eq. (9)
The expression (9) is of significance to the individual and
cooperative sensing performance analyses, especially under the
CFAR requirement. We aim to solve P sufa,i(x) = ǫ given that
ǫ ∈ [0, 1] and P sufa,i(x) is given in Eq. (5). This is equivalent
to finding the value of x that satisfies
2F1
(
ξ, ξ −mn+ 1; ξ + 1; x
η
)
(mx)ξ
= 2F1
(
ξ, ξ −mn+ 1; ξ + 1; 1
mη
)
+
ξΓ(mn− ξ)Γ(ξ)
Γ(mn)(mη)−ξ
(1− ǫ), (49)
which can be rewritten as
G1,22,2
(
1− ξ,mn− ξ
0,−ξ
∣∣∣∣ − xη
)
= (mx)−ξ2F1
(
ξ, ξ −mn+ 1; ξ + 1; 1
mη
)
+ξ!(mn)−ξ(1− ǫ)
(η
x
)ξ
, (50)
which can be expressed as an incomplete beta function, and
hence the value of x can be given by the inverse.
C. Proof of Theorem 2
The largest eigenvalue λˆmax of the sample covariance ma-
trix follows a Gaussian distribution [37] under the hypothesis
H1, which is given as
λˆmax ∼ N
(
λmax +
(m− 1)λmaxσ2v
n(λmax − σ2v)
,
λ2max
n
)
, (51)
where λmax is the actual maximum eigenvalue of the actual
covariance matrix Ryy under the hypothesis H1. Since the
determinant of the actual covariance matrix det(Ryy) =
(σ2v)
m−1(PTd−ε‖h‖2 + σ2v) and λmax = λ1 > λ2 = λ3 =
· · · = λm, it can be deduced that λmax = PTd−ε‖h‖2 + σ2v .
The summation of the eigenvalues of the sample covari-
ance matrix R̂yy excluding the maximum eigenvalue can be
approximated as [38]
m∑
l=2
λˆl ≈ (m− 1)
(
σ2v −
σ2vλmax
(λmax − σ2v)n
)
= ψ. (52)
The test statistic of the GLRT detector can be rewritten
as TGLRT =
λˆmax∑
m
l=1
λˆl
= λˆmax
λˆmax+
∑
m
l=2
λˆl
= x. Thus, it
can be obtained that λˆmax = xψ1−x . Let λˆmax = z and
fλˆmax(z) denote the PDF of λˆmax, then the generalized PDF
of the test statistic TGLRT under H1 can be derived through
f
(1)
GLRT(x) =
f
λˆmax
(z)
| ddz ( zz+ψ )|
∣∣∣∣
z= xψ
1−x
, then the expression of the
PDF of TGLRT under H1 can be derived as (53) at the top
of this page. After further mathematical manipulations, the
generalized expression of the probability of detection of the
local decision seen at the ith SU can be derived as (10).
D. Proof of Theorem 3
When the PU is far from the SUs within the coverage radius
of FC, the area of the shadowing region S m2 in the Fig. 1
can be approximated as
S=2π(D−R) 2θ
2π
(
d−(D−R))=2θ(D−R)(d−D+R). (54)
Since in a homogeneous 2-dimensional PPP with density ρ,
the probability of having i nodes in a region A with the area
S m2 is given by
P{i nodes in A} = e−ρS (ρS)
i
i!
. (55)
The complementary CDF of di can be computed as the
probability that there are less than i SUs within the shadowing
12 IEEE SYSTEMS JOURNAL
fdi(d) = 2ρθ(D −R)e
−ρ2θ(D−R)(d−D+R) ×
[
i−1∑
j=0
(
ρ2θ(D −R)(d−D +R)
)j
j!
−
i−1∑
j=1
(
ρ2θ(D −R)(d−D +R)
)j−1
(j − 1)!
]
, (57)
area (as defined in Section II and Fig. 1), which is given by
Pi = P{0, 1, · · ·, i− 1 nodes between D−R and di−(D−R)}
=
i−1∑
j=0
e−ρSj
(ρSj)
j
j!
, (56)
By utilizing the relationship between the complementary CDF
and the PDF
(
i.e., fdi(d) = −dPidd
)
, The PDF of di can
be derived as (57) at the top of this page. After further
manipulations, the expression of (19) can be obtained.
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